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National Reined Cow Horse Association 
Board of Directors Meeting Minutes 

Silver Legacy, Reno, Nevada 
August 22, 2012 

  

 
I.  Call to Order by President Todd Crawford 

Present: 
Paul Bailey, Vice President 
Sandy Collier, Secretary 
Jim Vangelos, Treasurer 
John Ward 
Kathy Gould 
Todd Bergen 
Jake Telford 
Jerry Peters 
Dan Roeser 
Amanda Gardiner 
Bob Avila proxy to John Ward 
Jon Roeser proxy to Dan Roeser 
Guest Jay Winborn 
Guest Nancy Shearer 
Guest Cheryl Cody 

  
II.   Approval of Minutes from June 10, July 10 NRCHA Board of Directors meetings 

Motion: Motion was made by Jerry Peters to approve minutes from June 10 Board Meeting 
with correction – Idaho – should be category 1 instead of level 1. Seconded by Jim Vangelos. 
Passed 
Motion: Motion was made by Amanda Gardiner to approve minutes from July 10 Board 
Meeting. Seconded by Jim Vangelos. 
Passed 
 

III. Committee Reports 
 

a. Executive Committee Report / Financial Report – Paul Bailey passed out financial 
summary. He said now NRCHA is overall $73K ahead instead of behind the projected 
budget. A lot is due to Derby as it was $62K better than the budget (102 more entries 
than budgeted for and saved money on show management cost) and there was some 
savings in Stock  Horse News. Sponsorship comparison at this time is approx. even for 
same time period.  
He introduced Nancy Shearer as new sponsorship liaison and new trade show person. 
He said NRCHA is down in trade show money at the present time due to non 
performance by previous trade show manager but Nancy is now working on getting new 
commitments. She’s also been working on selling the last buckles and the last saddles.  
Some discussion on expenses, etc.  
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Paul said he and Jay went to San Angelo the day before and discussed the contract 
with them. Will send them a letter this week with NRCHA’s requested changes and they 
will meet with their board to try to get them approved. He feels they will try to work with 
us. Very positive meeting. He said NRCHA received a check the day before for 
$41,167.50 for Texas Tax money.  

 
b.  Marketing Committee Report – Jim Vangelos discussed. 

Insert update Jim passed out – Jim to send copy for insertion.  
 
Discussion on ads that were run with incorrect data and on the Snaffle Bit Futurity 
poster/ad that had a bridle horse on it instead of last year’s champion. It was discussed 
that this was a privilege from winning the Futurity – to be featured on the next year’s 
publicity.  
 

Motion: Jake Telford made a motion to redo the Snaffle Bit Futurity poster so that it features 
last year’s champion. Jerry Peters seconded. 
Passed 
.  

c. Rules Committee – Dan Roeser 
1. New Cow rule – Todd Bergen reported that Judges Committee is in favor of 

having that option to keep the cow – so if they blow the whistle the rider has 
the option to keep cow. Judge has option of blowing whistle the second time if 
he feels it is dangerous. Discussed at length. 
One idea is to have only one person blow whistle. The other thing is that he 
realized you could talk to ten different people – and there might be ten ideas 
on what would constitute a new cow. So maybe a video on what constitutes a 
new cow would be a good idea. The point is that the rule might be fine but they 
should educate judges as to what constitutes getting a new cow.  
Will be discussed at Professionals meeting and maybe send out a survey. 
 

2. Secretary certification – Kathy Gould said this was something that had not 
been sent out but had temporarily been put on hold.  The second part is show 
secretary certification that would need to go in rulebook -  cost and how often 
could be tweaked. AQHA requires secretaries to go every 5 years but they 
send updates continually.  
Following that a couple letters – letting people know what mistakes they made 
and it was suggested to do as a free seminar via webinar.  
Motion: Paul Bailey made motion to go forward in implementing policies for 
show secretaries to have this in place by 2014. Jerry seconded. This will go 
into 2014 rulebook. 
Passed 
  

3. Bridle Spectacular ties – You can’t have a tie in a horse show class. But you 
can in a Limited Age event. Is this something we overlooked – and we have to 
have a champion in everything besides a non NRCHA managed class? 
This was discussed. 
Motion: John Ward made a motion and Jake Telford seconded to stay with 
rulebook like it is. 
Passed.  Jerry Peters opposed. 
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4. Failure to work in correct order – zero versus no score 
Is in the rulebook both ways. Zero is 17.7, page 63, no score will include 
abuse of horse, no score is not eligible for placing or points but counts as entry 
in class. 0 is eligible . 
Motion: Kathy Gould made motion that it be a zero and John Ward seconded.   
Passed (14.1.5 should be changed.) 
 

5. Judging after conducting a clinic in same weekend. Has been discussed 
before, Dan said, but board needs to consider 
Motion: Motion was made by Sandy Collier A contestant or immediate family 
shall not talk to a judge or monitor… However in the course of education a 
judge is allowed to initiate a discussion for instructional purposes at any time 
after the event. This was seconded by Dave Allen. 
Passed. 
 

6. Appointments for hackamore and two rein have been discussed already. 
Talked about the flat braided two rein bosal. The way Dan reads it, what is 
said about the two rein is fine as is. Question is 5.5, p. 26 about hackamore 
needing a smooth noseband.  
Motion: Motion by Dan Roeser that the noseband of the hackamore must 
measure at least six inches of smooth rawhide or leather before any braided 
buttons. Seconded by Dave Allen. 
Passed 

 
d. Sale committee - Sandy Collier said she sent out numbers – retained most horses that 

they sifted. Performance sale numbers are down causing the numbers to be down 
about 14% from last year. As far as late entries, people can take horses up to sale but 
can’t get them into catalog. 

60 2 year old 
52 classic 
20 performance (that is the sale that’s down) 
78 select yearling and broodmare for total of 210 
 

Joe Carter has the repository set up – needs two stalls for vets and x-rays. Wants them over 
where horse shoer has been (a little away from that arena should decrease dust) 
 

e. Non Pro Committee – Paul Bailey said that Grant Lindamann’s Non Pro eligibility has 
been questioned. Committee is split. 

 
1. Grant Lindamann 

 
  7/19/2012 

NP Status of Grant Lindamann: 

 It has been brought to my attention that Grant Lindamann II from Plymouth, MN   

NRCHA   NP # 10734 has an eligibility problem.  After he exhibited in Stallion 

Stakes show in Queen Creek, AZ one of his former employers told me they didn’t 

think he should have a NP card.  I personally talked to the NRCHA trainers involved 

later at the Derby in Paso Robles. 

Grant Lindaman worked for Kevin Stallings, Tucson,AZ approx May 2010-Dec 

2010 and did receive checks for assisting in training . He also rode customer horses 
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for Brad Barkemeyer, Scottsdale, AZ from July 2011 for a couple of months. Brad 

never cut him a check but gave training & lessons in return for help riding customer 

horses.  (2.1.1 pg 16 NRCHA Rule book)  According to Brad, Grant did pay his own 

show expenses when on the road.  Apparently in between these 2 trainers he was 

also associated with Will Howe when Will wintered in AZ and Chris Cox in some 

capacity.  

     Debby Sanguinetti     NP Committee Member 

 

 

I volunteered, and Paul agreed it might be beneficial, to make a couple of 

phone calls today regarding Grant Lindaman and his non pro eligibility. Apparently 

the two biggest question marks surrounded the nature of his relationships with Wil 

and Bev Howe in Oregon and Brad Barkemeyer in Arizona. The summary of my 

conversations is below.       Stephanie Duquette 

 

From Beverly Howe: 

She told me that Grant has not been their paid employee for almost three 

years. He did stay at their Oregon ranch for several months last fall/winter to help 

out at the place because Wil got hurt and couldn’t work. She said he did not receive 

a paycheck and was not riding or training horses other than his own personal horses 

during that time. His duties consisted of chores, maintenance and guiding trail rides. 

She said he did keep his personal horses on their property while he was there, but 

paid for their board. She was disappointed to hear that a question was raised about 

his eligibility because she said to her knowledge, Grant has been well within the 

boundaries of Non-Pro status and planned ahead to re-acquire his card.  

I did not come away from that conversation with Bev with any reason to 

believe that Grant had violated the NP eligibility rules while he was at their ranch. 

From Brad Barkemeyer: 

Brad was very unbiased and candid about his relationship with Grant. He said 

that in the summer of last year, up until the Snaffle Bit Futurity, Grant kept his 

personal horses at Brad’s. He paid board to Brad. He did not receive a paycheck 

from Brad. That’s the black-and-white area. 

Here is the gray area. Grant helped out around the barn in a non-riding 

capacity – saddling, bathing, etc. Grant did ride Brad’s outside horses, but in Brad’s 

exact words, “he did not train my horses.” There was warming up/cooling down type 

riding and also exercising (loping) when Brad was gone from time to time. When 

Grant was riding his personal horses, Brad gave him some coaching and instruction. 

Brad did not characterize the coaching and instruction as “in exchange” for anything 

Grant was doing, but that interaction did occur.  

Brad also said he considered Grant more of an assistant than he did a non-

pro. He said the two of them discussed Grant’s future with regard to whether he 

wanted to be a horse trainer or a non-pro, and Grant told Brad that he had been 

conducting himself as a non-pro and based on the timeline for his prior training 

activities, he would be eligible for that status again as of January 1 of this year. 

Brad did not offer an opinion or attempt to persuade me one way or another 

whether Grant should or shouldn’t be a non-pro. He also observed that, based on 

what he had just told me, a case could be made for or against Grant’s NP status, 

depending on a person’s interpretation.  

In addition, there is still the question of Kevin Stallings’ and Chris Cox’s 

relationships with Grant – Debby described the Stallings situation but the Cox 
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situation remains an unknown. Was Grant’s relationship with Kevin Stallings far 

enough in the past to affect the eligibility question anymore?  

Now, presumably, it’s up to the NP Committee to decide whether Grant’s 

activities fall within the NP eligibility guidelines, or outside them. My personal 

feeling is that the burden of proof lies with the Committee. If we decide as a group 

to take his eligibility away, we should make triple sure that we have valid reasons for 

doing so.    

 
Discussion.  
Motion: Motion was made by Kathy Gould to let him continue to be a Non 
Pro. Seconded by Dave Allen.  
Passed.  
 

2. Stall fees for Non Pros 
Letter from Dierdre Hill 
 
Stall   Fee’s for Non Pro specifically for the Snaffle Bit Futurity are a big issue   for the Boxing 
or NP Limited riders. The class size has dropped of  every   year for the past   Generally they 
come to the show for three days and then leave. They do not receive a discount on stall’s 
even though the added money is less than   half of what the other classes offer. 
 
Example 
2012 Non   Pro Limited          Added Money    500               2011 Entries     25                  Stalls $200 

2012 Youth   Bridle                 Added Money   2500               2011 Entries     6                   Stalls $100  ** 
Interesting note…half the kids entered belonged to   trainers.  J 

 
Entry   Numbers:  2009 -39  2010 – 36  2011 - 25 
My   suggestion: 
Any   horse that is entered in a Non Pro Class with less than 500 dollars added   receives a 
stall for $100.  If the horses is cross entered in an Open   Class the stall fee remains at the 
regular   rate.         
 
Dierdre Hill   
 

Paul said they want a discount because they’re just coming in to show in the 
one class. 
Noted that they do at least a break on the dry camping. Logistics of making 
that happen are tough and Paul recommended no action.   

 
f. Ethics Committee – Bill Tointon said in the Derby Bridle class several protests have 

been filed and it was decided the board should look at the issue of Sam Rose’s protest 
for unsportsmanlike conduct.  

 
1. Letter to Phillip Ralls regarding Sam Rose’s protest for unsportsmanlike 

conduct. Here’s the proposed letter. Also have our summary here of key points 
of our views regarding the letters that went out from the judges committee. He 
said Ethics committee felt an error was made by judges but per rules it can’t 
be changed. Here to present the letter we wanted to send to Phillip to the 
board to consider.  
 
 

July 31, 2012 

 

Re:  Protest in the Open Bridle at the NRCHA Derby 
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Dear Phillip: 

 

A protest was filed against you for unsportsmanlike conduct for your performance in The Holy Cow 

Performance Horses Open Bridle Spectacular at the NRCHA Derby. 

 

The Ethics Committee has investigated this protest and found that your conduct was not unsportsmanlike 

according to our rules as outlined in section 14.1.2 of our rulebook. 

 

However, we feel that your actions when you were blown off of your first cow were inappropriate.  Whether 

or not you gained an unfair advantage or were just trying to help put out the cow is irrelevant.  You should 

have pulled up and not even put the judges in the position of having to make a decision regarding whether or 

not to give you a zero at a premier event such as this.   

 

The Ethics Committee reviewed your run via video replay.  It was the consensus of the Ethics Committee 

that you should have been scored a zero for continuing to work your cow.  However, according to our rules 

section 20.7 states that all judges decisions are final so we cannot retroactively adjust your score. 

 

Phillip you have become one of the most successful competitors in the NRCHA.  Along with that success 

comes more scrutiny from both your fellow professionals and the spectators.  You have a responsibility to be 

professional and exhibit better judgment.  You never should have put the judges in a position to have to make 

a decision such as this at one of our premier events.  That was in your power to control. 

 

In the future we hope that you will learn from this and exhibit better judgment and professionalism.  This 

committee will expect that from you. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bill Tointon 

Ethics Committee Chairman 

 

Discussion on why Judges Committee sent a letter before this protest went before 
board.  Todd said through his experience with Judges Committee he didn’t feel he 
had to do that.   
The judges made a call – whether right or wrong – that was what their 
interpretation was – what they sent out.  
 

Motion: John Ward made a motion to take the Ethics Committee’s recommendation 
of sending the Ethics Committee’s letter with board approval to Sam Rose, who 
initiated the protest and to Phil Ralls, who was the subject of the protest. This was 
seconded by Dave Allen.  
Passed 
  
Letter from Smoky Pritchett was read following the receipt of the letter from the 
Judges Committee (below). 
 
His letter, received on August 19 by John Ward read as follows: 
 

I am writing in response to the letter from the judges committee addressing my 
protest filed at the NRCHA Derby Bridle Spectacular 
I am quite concerned that on a five-judge panel, not one wanted to review the 
schooling between new cows. The rider continuing down the arena halfway, 
getting a turn on the fence and following the cow ¾ to the outgate before sliding to 
a stop, constitutes schooling to most people. 

      I had many people ask me to write this letter to the board after they heard the                   
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                          response from the judges committee. 
A high percentage of a large crowd in attendance were in astounded that nothing 
was done, especially after several riders later a rider was disqualified for anusing a 
cow after the whistle. 
I spead for myself, many other owners and exhibitors when I ask why a review 
was not called in this high profile event. I know from years of judging that it is 
difficult to disqualify a contestant but that is the responsibility you take on with the 
position as a show judge or as a member of the judges committee. 
In summary I think this situation mandated attention and was not given appropriate 
consideration.  
Sincerely, 
L.L. Smoky Pritchett 

 
Motion by Jake Telford to put together a letter subject to review that basically says Ethics Committee 
saw it one way and Judges Committee saw it another.  
Rescinded motion 
Bill  to work on this and bring to board in AM. 

  
2. Update on Carrie Kelsall protest. Board agreed with ethics committee to take 

no action.  
 

3. Update on Lindsey Johns protest. It has to do with padding classes and 
involved Rick Steed, Steve Driscoll – non pro showing horse, Murray Logan, 
John Jacobs and owner of one of the horses.  

 
This is a violation where horses have been shown as grade horses that are 
registered.  
Ethics Committee will officially notify these owners, Rick, his assistant and 
Steve as the Non Pro and tell them the board would like to schedule a hearing 
at the Snaffle Bit Futurity. Schedule a meeting with a quorum of the ethics 
committee Sunday September 30.  

  
     Bill wrote letters the next night. Same letter individually to Ken, Smoky and 
Debbie, and the other to Sam Rose. He thinks best thing is just to tell facts and tell the story.  
He recommends letter to Phillip Ralls be sent by Ethics. And the other two should come from 
the board.(Letters are below and the board agreed to have them sent.) 

 

 

August 22, 2012 

 

Re:  Holy Cow Performance Horses Open Bridle Spectacular unsportsmanlike conduct protest against Phillip Ralls 

 

Sam Rose 

10221 Cole Road 

Pilot Point, TX 76258 

 

Dear Sam: 

 

Your protest was discussed by the Board of Directors at the meeting on August 21, 2012.  Prior to the board’s 

discussion the protest was looked at by the Ethics Committee. 
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The Ethics Committee investigated your protest against Phillip Ralls.  Interviews were conducted with all judges, 

other protestors, the Show Representative and the people working the back gate.  In addition the video replay of 

the run was analyzed. 

 

The conclusion of the Ethics Committee was that Phillip’s conduct was not unsportsmanlike according to our rules 

as outlined in section 14.1.2 of our rulebook. 

 

However, the Ethics Committee did feel that Phillip did have some accountability for his decision and therefore 

recommended that he be sent the attached letter which the Board of Directors has approved. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

NRCHA Board of Directors 

 

 

July 31, 2012 

 

Re:  Protest in the Open Bridle at the NRCHA Derby 

 

Phillip Ralls 

135 Whitley Gardens Dr. 

Paso Robles, CA 93446 

 

Dear Phillip: 

 

A protest was filed against you for unsportsmanlike conduct for your performance in The Holy Cow Performance 

Horses Open Bridle Spectacular at the NRCHA Derby. 

 

The Ethics Committee has investigated this protest and found that your conduct was not unsportsmanlike 

according to our rules as outlined in section 14.1.2 of our rulebook. 

 

However, we feel that your actions when you were blown off of your first cow were inappropriate.  Whether or not 

you gained an unfair advantage or were just trying to help put out the cow is irrelevant.  You should have pulled 

up and not even put the judges in the position of having to make a decision regarding whether or not to give you a 

zero at a premier event such as this.   

 

The Ethics Committee reviewed your run via video replay.  It was the consensus of the Ethics Committee that you 

should have been scored a zero for continuing to work your cow.  However, according to our rules section 20.7 

states that all judges decisions are final so we can not retroactively adjust your score. 

 

Phillip you have become one of the most successful competitors in the NRCHA.  Along with that success comes 

more scrutiny from both your fellow professionals and the spectators.  You have a responsibility to be professional 

and exhibit better judgment.  You never should have put the judges in a position to have to make a decision such 

as this at one of our premier events.  That was in your power to control. 

 

In the future we hope that you will learn from this and exhibit better judgment and professionalism.  This 

committee will expect that from you. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Bill Tointon 

Ethics Committee Chairman 
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August 22, 2012 

 

Re:  Holy Cow Performance Horses Open Bridle Protest 

 

Ken Wold 

12117 Keating Rd 

Wilton, CA 95693 

 

Dear Ken: 

 

Your protest was discussed by the Board of Directors at our meeting of August 21, 2012.  Prior to the board’s 

discussion the protest was looked at by both the Judges Committee and the Ethics Committee. 

 

Both Committees agreed on certain issues regarding the protest. 

 

1. It was unfortunate that the contestant put the judges in a position that they had to make a determination at 

all, but the decision was unanimous by all 5 judges. 

2. The results can not be adjusted based upon rule 20.7 which states “all judges decisions are final unless 

subject to the Self Adjusted Monitor System.” 

 

However, the Committees disagreed on the score that was given to the run.   Rule M on page 72 states that 

“Failure to quit working a cow after a new cow has been awarded.” shall result in a score of zero.” 

 

1. The Judges Committee determined that Phillip did pull up and he did not school his horse or gain any 

advantage.  He just did not do it immediately.  In this grey area the Derby judges ruled in favor of the 

contestant (rule 17.1 on page 62 “When the judge is in doubt, benefit always goes to the contestant.”) 

2. The Ethics Committee determined that Phillip should have been scored a zero for continuing to work the 

cow. 

 

Our rules get more clearly defined with each incident that occurs and is then analyzed.  To remove any area of 

question in the future the Judges Committee has recommended that rule M be changed to include the word 

“immediately”.  The Ethics Committee also endorses this rule change. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

NRCHA Board of Directors 

 

August 22, 2012 

 

Re:  Holy Cow Performance Horses Open Bridle Protest 

 

Smoky Pritchett 

22360 Renelli Rd 

Red Bluff, CA  96080 

 

Dear Smoky: 

 

Your protest was discussed by the Board of Directors at our meeting of August 21, 2012.  Prior to the board’s 

discussion the protest was looked at by both the Judges Committee and the Ethics Committee. 

 

Both Committees agreed on certain issues regarding the protest. 

 

3. It was unfortunate that the contestant put the judges in a position that they had to make a determination at 

all, but the decision was unanimous by all 5 judges. 

4. The results can not be adjusted based upon rule 20.7 which states “all judges decisions are final unless 

subject to the Self Adjusted Monitor System.” 
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However, the Committees disagreed on the score that was given to the run.   Rule M on page 72 states that 

“Failure to quit working a cow after a new cow has been awarded.” shall result in a score of zero.” 

 

3. The Judges Committee determined that Phillip did pull up and he did not school his horse or gain any 

advantage.  He just did not do it immediately.  In this grey area the Derby judges ruled in favor of the 

contestant (rule 17.1 on page 62 “When the judge is in doubt, benefit always goes to the contestant.”) 

4. The Ethics Committee determined that Phillip should have been scored a zero for continuing to work the 

cow. 

 

Our rules get more clearly defined with each incident that occurs and is then analyzed.  To remove any area of 

question in the future the Judges Committee has recommended that rule M be changed to include the word 

“immediately”.  The Ethics Committee also endorses this rule change. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

NRCHA Board of Directors 

 

 

August 22, 2012 

 

Re:  Holy Cow Performance Horses Open Bridle Protest 

 

Debbie Crawford 

120 County Road 408 

Goldthwaite, TX 76844 

 

Dear Debbie: 

 

Your protest was discussed by the Board of Directors at our meeting of August 21, 2012.  Prior to the board’s 

discussion the protest was looked at by both the Judges Committee and the Ethics Committee. 

 

Both Committees agreed on certain issues regarding the protest. 

 

5. It was unfortunate that the contestant put the judges in a position that they had to make a determination at 

all, but the decision was unanimous by all 5 judges. 

6. The results can not be adjusted based upon rule 20.7 which states “all judges decisions are final unless 

subject to the Self Adjusted Monitor System.” 

 

However, the Committees disagreed on the score that was given to the run.   Rule M on page 72 states that 

“Failure to quit working a cow after a new cow has been awarded.” shall result in a score of zero.” 

 

5. The Judges Committee determined that Phillip did pull up and he did not school his horse or gain any 

advantage.  He just did not do it immediately.  In this grey area the Derby judges ruled in favor of the 

contestant (rule 17.1 on page 62 “When the judge is in doubt, benefit always goes to the contestant.”) 

6. The Ethics Committee determined that Phillip should have been scored a zero for continuing to work the 

cow. 

 

Our rules get more clearly defined with each incident that occurs and is then analyzed.  To remove any area of 

question in the future the Judges Committee has recommended that rule M be changed to include the word 

“immediately”.  The Ethics Committee also endorses this rule change. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

NRCHA Board of Directors 
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Much discussion regarding the actual endorsement of the rule change of rule M on Page 72. It 
was discussed to have it read “pull up immediately” instead of “quit working”. 
 
Some concern expressed about rider continuing to work after a new cow is awarded. How long 
do they have to make that decision? Page 70 and 72 if exhibitor continues to work, the 
exhibitor will be given a zero.  
 
Motion: Motion was made by John Ward to have it read “pull up immediately” instead of “quit 
working”. and seconded by Jake Telford. 
Passed 

 
g. Judges Committee – Todd Bergen said yesterday we talked about new cow deal. Was 

everyone good with having Bill get together a video to show people on this? Option to 
stay on the new cow will be brought before the Professional’s Committee meeting.  
Bill talked about having a riders meeting before the cow work as has been done in the 
past. He said he did it at Pueblo and he was thinking about doing that at Futurity. He 
said Bill Enk was seriously considering the idea of limiting the number of judges making 
the new cow call to two judges.   
  
Also there was a scenario at Paso in the herd work – tags off, grabs horses neck, horse 
ends up spinning to side. Judges weren’t sure what to do with it. They decided to put 
that as a 5-point penalty under blatant disobedience.  
Todd said there were some issues in the steer stopping. One is when the steer leaves 
the arena, does the guy come back clean on his new steer. Example guy late, misses at 
end. Steer gets out. Does he come back with the penalty for the miss. It was decided 
that any penalty before steer gets out comes with him when he comes back for second 
steer.  
The other deal on steer stopping is awarding a rider a new steer if steer is unropable – 
won’t come out – comes out and walks – etc. They want judge to be able to award a 
new steer. 
The other thing is cow work – when a cow leaves the arena there have been instances 
where someone takes two laps around arena. When horses incur multiple penalties of 
two points or more they should carry over to new cow. Much discussion. 
Todd is go have the committee discuss this then bring back a recommendation. 
 
At small shows the herd work is timed by hand with no clock up or clock fails. What 
constitutes a re-work. Time too long, time too short, dog runs into the herd while you’re 
cutting. Committee felt it was best to follow NCHA Rules on this. 
Essentially all this will be gone over and written up with rules committee and then send 
out to board to vote on afterwards.  
 

1. Judges Committee Letters 
 

July 21, 2012 

 

Debbie Crawford 

120 County Road 408 

Goldthwaite, TX 76844 

 

Dear Debbie: 
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Thank you for your letter regarding Phil Rall's bridle run at the Derby. We take complaints very seriously and 

want to address these matters quickly and professionally. 

 

The video of this run was sent out to the Ethics Committee and the Judges Committee for review. The rule in 

question states that “Failure to quit working a cow after a new cow has been awarded” shall result in a score of 

zero. It was felt by all who reviewed this run (a jury of competitors and judges who have the benefit of 

hindsight) that he that he did pull up, he did not school his horse or gain any advantage, he just didn't do it 

immediately. In this gray area, the Derby judges ruled in favor of the contestant (which is rule 17.1 on page 62 

"When the judge is in doubt, benefit always goes to the contestant”).  

 

Our rules get more clearly defined with each incident that occurs and is then analyzed. To remove any area of 

question, the Judges Committee is recommending to the NRCHA Board of Directors to change this rule to 

include the word "immediately'. 

 

It was unfortunate that the contestant put the judges in a situation where they had to make this determination at 

all, but it was a unanimous call by 5 judges, in the contestant’s favor. 

 

Regarding changing the score for this run, please refer to Page 75 -20.7 “All judges decisions are final unless 

subject to the Self Adjusted Monitor System”, which this situation didn't trigger. 

 

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. We appreciate your support of the NRCHA. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

The NRCHA Judges Committee 

 

___________________________ 

 

 

July 21, 2012 

 

Smoky Pritchett 

22360 Renelli Rd 

Red Bluff, CA   96080 

 

Dear Smoky: 

 

Thank you for your letter regarding Phil Rall's bridle run at the Derby. We take complaints very seriously and 

want to address these matters quickly and professionally. 

 

The video of this run was sent out to the Ethics Committee and the Judges Committee for review. The rule in 

question states that “Failure to quit working a cow after a new cow has been awarded” shall result in a score of 

zero. It was felt by all who reviewed this run (a jury of competitors and judges who have the benefit of 

hindsight) that he that he did pull up, he did not school his horse or gain any advantage, he just didn't do it 

immediately. In this gray area, the Derby judges ruled in favor of the contestant (which is rule 17.1 on page 62 

"When the judge is in doubt,benefit always goes to the contestant”).  

 

Our rules get more clearly defined with each incident that occurs and is then analyzed. To remove any area of 

question, the Judges Committee is recommending to the NRCHA Board of Directors to change this rule to 

include the word "immediately'. 

 

It was unfortunate that the contestant put the judges in a situation where they had to make this determination at 

all, but it was a unanimous call by 5 judges, in the contestant’s favor. 

 

Regarding changing the score for this run, please refer to Page 75 -20.7 “All judges decisions are final unless 

subject to the Self Adjusted Monitor System”, which this situation didn't trigger. 

 

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. We appreciate your support of the NRCHA. 

 

Sincerely,  
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The NRCHA Judges Committee 

 

  

________________________________________________________ 

 

 

July 21, 2012 

 

Ken Wold 

12117 Keating Rd 

Wilton, CA 95693 

 

Dear Ken: 

 

Thank you for your letter regarding Phil Rall's bridle run at the Derby. We take complaints very seriously and 

want to address these matters quickly and professionally. 

 

The video of this run was sent out to the Ethics Committee and the Judges Committee for review. The rule in 

question states that “Failure to quit working a cow after a new cow has been awarded” shall result in a score of 

zero. It was felt by all who reviewed this run (a jury of competitors and judges who have the benefit of 

hindsight) that he that he did pull up, he did not school his horse or gain any advantage, he just didn't do it 

immediately. In this gray area, the Derby judges ruled in favor of the contestant (which is rule 17.1 on page 62 

"When the judge is in doubt,benefit always goes to the contestant”).  

 

Our rules get more clearly defined with each incident that occurs and is then analyzed. To remove any area of 

question, the Judges Committee is recommending to the NRCHA Board of Directors to change this rule to 

include the word "immediately'. 

 

It was unfortunate that the contestant put the judges in a situation where they had to make this determination at 

all, but it was a unanimous call by 5 judges, in the contestant’s favor. 

 

Regarding changing the score for this run, please refer to Page 75 -20.7 “All judges decisions are final unless 

subject to the Self Adjusted Monitor System”, which this situation didn't trigger. 

 

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. We appreciate your support of the NRCHA. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

The NRCHA Judges Committee 

 

________________________________________________________ 

 

  

July 21, 2012 

 

Dan Duponde  

15890 Valley Vista Blvd. 

Encino, CA 91436 

 

Sandy Kish 

313 Genial Ct. 

Simi Valley, CA 93065 

 

Dear Dan and Sandy: 

 

Thank you for your letter querying the judges’ call in the fence run in the Open Bridle Spectacular. We take 

these letters very seriously and want to address these matters quickly and professionally.  
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The video of this run was sent out to the Ethics Committee and the Judges Committee for review. It was felt by 

all who reviewed this run (a jury of competitors and judges who have the benefit of hindsight) that the judges 

correctly interpreted the striking of the cows head with Dan's romal to be in violation of Rule 14.2.1.11 on page 

49 'If a rider hits or kicks the animal being worked with the romal or reins in and abusive manner , he or she will 

receive a score of zero”. 

 

Also please see 14.2 on page 48 'the NRCHA strives to adhere to professional and humane standards of animal 

handling and to demonstrate sensitivity to the perceptions of the public. At a professional event, sanctioned or 

produced by the NRCHA, attendees and participants can be assured that humane treatment rules for horses and 

cattle will be enforced" 

 

Our rules get more clearly defined with each incident that occurs and is then analyzed. With the benefit of 

hindsight and much deliberation, the judges committee may be considering certain infractions be a fine levied on 

the rider and others remaining a zero score for the run. 

 

Regarding Phil Ralls run, The rule in question states that “Failure to quit working a cow after a new cow has 

been awarded” shall result in a score of zero. It was felt by the judges, that he that he did pull up, he did not 

school his horse or gain any advantage, he just didn't do it immediately. In this gray area, the Derby judges ruled 

in favor of the contestant (which is rule 17.1 on page 62 stating "When the judge is in doubt, benefit always goes 

to the contestant).  

To remove any area of question, the judges committee is recommending to the board of directors to change this 

rule to include the word "immediately'. 

 

We appreciate your support of the NRCHA. 

 

 Sincerely, 

 

The NRCHA Judges Committee 

 

 _____________________________________ 

 

July 20, 2012 

 

Robin Flournoy 

2804 Kingman Ct 

Modesto, CA 95355 

 

Dear Robin: 

 

Thank you for your letter protesting the new cow call by the judges at the 2012 NRCHA Derby. We take these 

letters very seriously and want to address these matters quickly and professionally.  

 

The video of this run was sent out to the Ethics Committee and the Judges Committee for review. It was felt by 

all who reviewed this run (a jury of competitors and judges who have the benefit of hindsight) that the judges 

were acting in the best interest of the contestant.  

 

The interpretation of the 'new cow rule' has become much more user friendly, trying to give all contestants a fair 

and even shot down the fence. However, it does remain a very subjective call. We have not yet come up with a 

suggestion for the board as to how to phrase the rule that removes any gray area, and yet gives all contestants a 

fair fence cow.  

 

We have polled the Professional Committee as well and are working diligently on this matter. With the benefit of 

hindsight and much deliberation, the judges committee will be making a recommendation to the board on this 

matter in the very near future 

 

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. We appreciate your support of the NRCHA. 

 

 Sincerely, 

 

The NRCHA Judges Committee 
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 ________________________________________________ 

 

 

July 21, 2012 

  

To: 2012 NRCHA Derby Judges 

From: NRCHA Judges Committee 

 

Upon review by the Ethics and Judges Committees of several runs from the Derby that received written protests, 

we would like to make you aware of our findings. 

 

Regarding Phil Ralls: 

The rule in question states that “Failure to quit working a cow after a new cow has been awarded shall result in a 

score of zero.” It was felt by all who reviewed this run (a jury of competitors and judges who have the benefit of 

hindsight) that without our Penalty M including the word 'immediately', we could support the judges in not 

zeroing the run.  Phil did pull up, he did not school his horse or gain any advantage, he just didn't do it 

immediately. In this gray area, the judges ruled in favor of the contestant (which is rule 17.1 on page 62 "When 

the judge is in doubt, benefit always goes to the contestant”).  

  

It was unfortunate that the contestant put the judges in a situation where they had to make this determination at 

all, but it was a unanimous call by all 5 judges, therefore, we support it. The Judges Committee is recommending 

to the Board of Directors to change this rule to include the word "immediately'. 

 

Regarding the protest requesting changing the score for this run, we referred to Page 75 --20.7  which states “All 

judges decisions are final unless subject to the Self Adjusted Monitor System”, which this situation didn't trigger. 

 

Regarding Dan Duponde: 

It was felt by all who reviewed this run (a jury of competitors and judges who have the benefit of hindsight) that 

the judges correctly interpreted the striking of the cows head with the romal to be in violation of Rule 14.2.1.11 

“If a rider hits or kicks the animal being worked with the romal or reins in and abusive manner the score will be 

zero”.  

 

The Judges Committee may be making a recommendation to the Board that in the future, certain infractions may 

result in a fine being levied on the rider and others remaining a zero score for the run. 

 

 The score of zero was a reflection of the NRCHA's policy of animal welfare and a correct application of our 

rules. 

 

Regarding Robin Flournoy: 

It was felt by all who reviewed this run that the judges were acting in the best interest of the contestant. Whether 

or not they agreed that she should have been whistled off any one of the three cows was the subject of much 

debate. The interpretation of the 'new cow rule' has become much more user friendly, trying to give all 

contestants a fair and even shot down the fence. However, it does remain a very subjective call. We have not yet 

come up with a suggestion for the board as to how to phrase the rule that removes any gray area, and yet gives 

all contestants a fair fence cow. We have polled the professional committee as well and are working diligently on 

this matter. With the benefit of hindsight and much deliberation, the Judges Committee will be making a 

recommendation to the board on this matter in the very near future. 

 

Thank you for an excellent judging job. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

The NRCHA Judges Committee 

 
h. Other Committee Reports John ward said the Futurity cattle weigh 600 or a little lighter. 

Ted Robinson was really impressed with Dave Wood’s operation. He also talked to Bill 
Enk about having a machine to put score in that goes right to the announcer so they 
don’t have to do the telephone thing.  He was good with it. 
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Can be borrowed and Cecil Hillerman is working with Tom Holt to get it together. 
 
At SBF he said some people want to make Amateur in 2013 so they box and do not go 
down the fence.  
That would be three non pro divisions and then the amateur. Discussion.  
Amateur limited – use amateur  
 
It was decided to bring this up to the Non Pro committee for a recommendation on how 
or if they would recommend, then bring to professional committee and rules committee 
and then back to a vote to begin for 2013.  
 
Report on SBF Entries to date  with some still undesignated 
 

Division 2011 2012 
Open 214 228 
Int Open 124 112 
Ltd Open 54 45 
Non Pro 34 35 
Int NP 15 27 
Amateur 36 28 
Ladies 8 5 
Level I 46 58 

 
John covered these changes at the SBF –  
 SBF sets, 13 to a set 
Take out rider introductions  
Reduce tractor time. 
Lope in on finals pattern  

     9 sets each day in herd work 
     Rein 11 sets first day and 7 second 

Video clips of Hall of Fame will be shown on jumbotron 
This will all be told to the riders during the riders meeting. 
 

IV. New Business 
 
a. World Show Non Pro Entry Fees – Jerry Peters presented the following 

 
proposed changes.  Changes have been made to both Non Pro and Open classes.  There are 4 
pages: 
 
Page 1 - Fees exactly as they were for the 2012 World Show, with retained amounts and 
payouts 

 
Page 2 - Revised fees and added money as proposed, calculating retained amounts and 
payouts using actual entry numbers from 2012 
 
Page 3 - Fee differences by class - original vs proposed 

 
Page 4 - Total retained amounts and payout differences, calculated using an expected increase 
in entries 
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Much discussion . Jerry will come back with more information and refined ideas on this based on 
the discussion. 
 

b. Ticket update, video screen update, improvements budget, Clinton Anderson, Celebrity 
fence work, wine tasting, Saturday night party, Western Threads apparel – Amanda 
Gardiner 
    Amanda Gardiner said that DeeDee Hill handles tickets for large events. She 
recommended that we have an interactive map. Through that process she found that 
there were tickets not available on the down the fence side. 
   Now they are all opened up.  
   Video screen – Jeremy Hyde will arrive Tuesday night and will gather footage on 
Wednesday. It will cost NRCHA approx 1200 to delay the finals feed.   
   Discussion of delayed feed – Todd to talk to Diercks re costs of this and report back to 
board. 
   MJ Isaakson is doing some video work that Amanda says is really good. 
   Cost of Star Sports – they bring three producers and two cameras Tom & Marleens’s 
feed will go up there and two other cameras. They are doing this for $19,000  
Steve has been tremendous as far as coaching process. Jeremy Hyde – Big Creek 
Productions $6500 will shoot all the other footage.  
Juni Fisher will sing prior to Hall of Fame Banquet and be in celebrity cow work. 
$1500 plus RV spot. 
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Trent Willmon will come in Friday for the Celebrity Cow Work and do concert for Finals 
party. $5000 
Tom McMillan is on GAC with his show Tom’s Wild Life. He is in Celebrity Fence Work. 
And will charge $2500 for his appearance. 
Clinton Anderson – NRCHA pays his Airfare and rooms - $900 airfare 
He will hold a Friday colt starting and autograph session Friday night 
Wine tasting Jim and Alan Needles – NRCHA labeled Wine- Total cost $3500 to cover 
cups and wine. No signage for the wine company. 
One of pouring stations will be right by Nutrena booth and will be sponsored by NRCHA 
and Nutrena. 
MJ’s travel to Paso $1200 
Amanda said total expenses so far are approximately $40,000 and she has the sponsor 
dollars to cover this. And Merial will help with the barbecue for the finals party.  
 
She’s waiting on hearing from Clinton – size of panels for arena. Use sale horse for 
demonstration.  
 
1-4 on Friday is Clinton. 
Tom, Juni, Trent, Frank Costantini – Celebrity Cow Work 
Ted Robinson, Wade Reaney, Judges 
When do we do this celebrity cow work? Was decided it will be after rein work on Friday 
 

     Saturday night party – during time period of finalizing awards we will do raffle colt. 
 

Western Threads apparel. Dee Dee tried to contact CL Morgan to review items. Paul 
noted that the NRCHA agreement with him is that’s his deal. We don’t dictate outside 
our logo. He pays us a royalty and everything is at his expense.  

 
On apparel – they went through boxes of storage unit in San Angelo. Some clothing 
items there but most are dated. San Angelo took it to facility and put under bleachers. 
Have about 16 boxes full of stuff 

       
     Board decided room for MJ will be provided.  
 

Jay said Jim wants to run an ad in Sept 15 Pacific Coast Journal – Board said no 
 

c. Collegiate Judging Contest in Ohio Oct 13 – Todd Crawford said last year the 
Professional’s committee asked him to promote this to some of collegiate competitions 
for reined cow horse. They want an NRCHA representative to attend a session at the All 
American Quarter Horse Congress to educate their college coaches. They need to pick 
someone to send up there to educate them and then they would include reined cow 
horse collegiate competition at the AQHA World Championship Show.  
Need financial permission to approve the expense of sending someone.  
Motion: Jerry Peters moved to send someone to Ohio for training these college 
coaches. Seconded by Kathy Gould. 
Passed 

 
d. Nominating Committee Appointment – Todd Crawford said that he’s asked Jake Telford 

to chair the Nominating Committee.  
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e. Executive Director Report – Jay Winborn noted he had hired Carrie McBride as his right 
hand, Sarah Loftin as clerical person, Nancy Shearer as trade show director and in 
selling sponsorships and will be hiring Stephanie Duquette as Director of 
Communications. She will be on 12-month retainer from home, and be on-site at events.  

 
Positions are still open for bookkeeper/accounting person plus additional 
clerical/membership. 
 
He passed out the following power point presentation. 
 

 

Slide 1 

August 2012 Board Meeting

Executive Director Presentation

 
 

Slide 2 

Overview

• Staff – New Hires

• Office location selections

• SHN Status 

 
 

Slide 3 

Meet the new staff

• Carrie McBride
• Ohio State University - B.F.A., Bachelor of Fine Arts

• Operations Manager for Smith Barney

• Research Communications  Manager at OSU

• Extensive background in management, training, 

financial and clerical  aspects.

• Founding Director of The Ohio Reined Cow Horse 

Association; 2009 NRCHA Affiliate of the Year. 

 
 

Slide 4 

Meet the new staff

• Sarah Lofton
• West Texas A&M University- Bachelor of Science Degree 

Agriculture Media and Communications 

• AQHA – Registration and correspondence clerk

• Marketing internship with AQHA

• Comes from ranching background

 
 

Slide 5 

Meet the new staff

• Nancy Sherear
• Bachelor of Science (1994), Oklahoma 

State University.

• Certification in Trade Show Marketing 

(pending), Northern Illinois University.

• TSWCRA, Purina, APHA, NCHA & Walco 

Vet supply

• Strong background in sponsorship and 

trade show management.

 
 

Slide 6 

Meet the new staff

• Open Positions

• Bookkeeper/Accounting

• Additional Clerical/Membership

 
 

Slide 7 
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National Reined Cow Horse Association 

Director of Communications

• Stephanie Duquette
• Coordinate media activities on the NRCHA’s 

behalf, ensuring regular contact with target 

media and appropriate response to media 

requests. 

• Execute social media strategy, including 

frequent NRCHA Facebook page updates 

• Implement the NRCHA’s marketing, 

communications and public relations 

program with the goal of enhancing the 

Association’s image and position 

• Facilitate internal and external 

communications.

 
 

Slide 8 

Office Locations

 
 

Slide 9 

Office Locations

• APHA Office – Fort Worth, Tx.

 
 

Slide 10 

APHA Office – Fort Worth, Tx.

• Two offices available within the APHA headquarters

• Three cubicles with storage space

• $13 per square foot

• Includes five computers, tech support, use of all facilities including 

conference and meeting rooms, restrooms and cafeteria.

• Utilities are included

• Cost: $7514 per month

 
 

Slide 11 

APHA Office – Fort Worth, Tx.

PROS

• Turn key operation

• Facility has numerous amenities

• Ability to share staff in some 

instances

• Logistically appealing

CONS

• Expensive

• Could eclipse association

• Expansion issues

 
 

Slide 12 

Office Locations

• First Security Bank Building – Aubrey, Tx

 
 

 

 

Slide 13 

First Security Bank Building – Aubrey, Tx

• 2,231 SF

• Large front room

• 3-4 Small Offices

• 1-2 Offices

• Reception Area

• File/Storage Room

• Small Conference room

• Break Room

• Hwy Frontage

• Bank Anchor

• Year Built: 2003

• $9 sq ft + Utilities

• $2416 per month (est)

 
 

Slide 14 

First Security Bank Building – Aubrey, Tx

PROS

• Cost effective

• Spacious

• Located in “Horse Country”

CONS

• Will need finish out

• Signage issue

• Location not prime

 
 

Slide 15 
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Office Locations

• 1017 HWY 377 – Pilot Point, Tx

 
 

Slide 16 

1017 HWY 377 – Pilot Point, Tx

• 3075/2575 Square feet

• 2 Large rooms

• 2 Offices

• Reception Area

• File/Storage Room

• Conference room

• Hwy Frontage

• Year Built: 1983

• $2000 per month + Utilities

 
 

Slide 17 

1017 HWY 377 – Pilot Point, Tx

PROS

• Cost effective

• Spacious/Plenty of room

• Located in “Horse Country”

• Pre wired for phone internet

• 3 year lease with purchase option

• Has western appeal

CONS

• Will need minor finish out

• Location not prime

• Tenant occupying 500 sq ft

 
 

Slide 18 

Stock Horse News
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Stock Horse News

• Ranch & Reata
• 10 page editorial section along with 

two additional pages for sponsor 

recognition. 

• radio play and social media support.

• Print, mail and promote along with 

helping you to acquire additional 

sponsors.

• $50 per member 

 
 

Slide 20 

Stock Horse News

• Pacific Coast Horse Journal

• Stock Horse News B-Monthly Publication Proposal

• Issues: December/January, February/March Celebration with an extra inside cover, April/May, June/July,

• August/September, October Snaffle Bit 210 pages with an extra inside cover, Annual Yearbook

• Format: 8 3/8” wide x 10 7/8” tall (slightly smaller than what they have now)

• Please see QH Directory for exact size

• Paper specs: Cover stock 7pt (See QH Directory cover)

• Inside pages 60# gloss all color - same as the Quarter Horse Directory,

• all pages including editorial will be color

• Distribution: 5,000 copies (currently printing 3,500 copies)

• Layout: PCP will be supplied by email in a digital format, all points, standings, results, press

• releases, articles, photographs, sponsor info, special events, forms and news.

• PCP will design all NRCHA pages including front cover and email for approval.

• All NRCHA info must be in the office 2-3 weeks prior to print date.

• Sponsor Pages: PCP will be happy to manage all sponsor ads as long as we are supplied with a

• complete list of sponsors, contact info including phone number, contact name, email

• address and exactly what size ad they get and how often they are to be ran.

• Printing Costs: 100 pages - $12,215

• Printing Costs: 116 pages - $13,563

• Printing Costs: 132 pages - $14,675

• Printing Costs: 164 pages - $16,695

• Printing Costs: 212 pages - $19,720

• Other page counts available

• Production Costs: $20 per page, including editorial, camera ready and designed ad pages.

• Example: 100 page issue would be $2,000 production cost

• Mailing Costs: will vary on weight and how many copies sent - 2nd class permit supplied by NRCHA

• Advertising Sales

• Option: PCP will sale ads in each issue and pay NRCHA 30% of all collected advertising
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Stock Horse News

• Incoming Proposals
• Quarter Horse News

• APHA

• Equine Network

 
 

Slide 22 

Key Priorities

• Continued recruiting and onboarding of 

remaining staff

• Execution of SBF

• Finalize proposals for SHN

• Secure Office and begin setup

• 2013 Annual operating plan

• Finalize World Show and execution plan

 

 

Office locations were discussed – American Paint Horse Association office space with 
utilities included would be $7514 per month. First security bank building in Aubrey, 
Texas $2416 per month plus utilities. His choice was 1017 Hwy 377, Pilot Point, Texas 
$2,000 per month plus utilities.  Plenty of parking, mens and ladies restroom. It was the 
consensus of the board that this was a good option. 
Lot of amenities around there that would appeal to this board. He proposes starting 
leasing starting October 1. Signage would be about a $5000 to 7500 expense. 
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Motion: Motion to pursue the lease beginning October 1 for the 1017 Hwy 377, Pilot 
Point location owned by Leon Wood for a three-year lease with option to purchase or 
renew by Dan Roeser and seconded by Amanda Gardiner. 
Passed 
 
Board directed Jay to go forward in pursuing the sign design, estimate, etc.  

 

 
Stock Horse News Options 
  Ranch & Reata would do a 10-page editorial section along with two pages for sponsor 
recognition, provide radio play and social media support, print mail and promote along with 
helping NRCHA acquire additional sponsors - $50 per member 
Jay does not think this is a good option. 
   Pacific Coast Horse Journal – gave a proposal, he’s still getting bids from AQHA, Equine 
Network and Quarter Horse News in the next week. And would like to have all them look at 
these so a decision can be made.  
He will continue recruiting and onboarding of remaining staff, execution of sbf special 
activities, finalize proposals for SHN. secure office and begin setup. 
Jay said he will work on 2013 Annual Operating Plan and finalize World Show and 
Execution Plan 
 

V. Old  Business 
a. Ron Bidnick. Last correspondence with Ron was to state we had sent a proposal for 

settlement.  
b. No response from Queen Creek. Will be sending another letter asking for a response. 
 
Next board meeting will tentatively be Wednesday, 10th of October. 5pm pacific, 7 pm cst, 
conference call.  
Tentatively plan the next face-to-face meeting for November 8 (during Amateur week at 
AQHA World Show.) 

 
VI.  Motion: Motion was made to adjourn by  Dan Roeser and seconded by Kathy Gould. 

Adjourned 


